PG Admission 2022
Phase II
Second Selection List Notice
SELECTION LIST NOTICE for CANDIDATES
PROVISIONALLY SELECTED FOR ADMISSION TO MA / MSc MCom,
Integrated BLibISc - MLibISc Courses Under UCAC
The Provisional Selection List is generated on the basis of the data provided by
the candidates. All the candidates in the Provisional Selection list are hereby
instructed to upload the following documents in the Admission Portal using
Candidate’s login ID & Password.
1. Undertaking in a separately given format - ‘Declaration Format II’.
2.

Candidates under Reservation Category of the state from
outside West Bengal have to upload Domicile Certificate (Format given
in the Information Brochure) to avail the reservation facilities.

3. CU (Part A) candidates are hereby instructed to upload all six marksheets of six semesters (Sem I + Sem II + Sem III + Sem IV + Sem V +
Sem VI) or all three mark-sheets of Part I+ Part II+ Part III and any
other pending documents mentioned under remarks of the
Provisional Selection List.
4. Non CU (Part B) candidates are hereby instructed to upload their all
six mark-sheets of six semesters (Sem I + Sem II + Sem III + Sem IV
+ Sem V + Sem VI) along with the Calculation Sheet or three marksheets of Part I + Part II + Part III and any other pending documents
mentioned under remarks of the Provisional Selection List.
5. Non CU (Part B) candidates whose marksheets do not show Core
Courses (CCs), Discipline Specific Electives (DSEs) and Skill
Enhancement Courses (SECs) papers distinctly are hereby instructed,
in addition to their calculation sheet, to upload a certificate from the
competent authority (the Registrar or the Controller of
Examinations) of their respective university indicating distinctly the
name of the Hons papers – CCs, DSEs, SECs including credit, grade
point and total grade of each papers.
6. Soft copy of documents uploaded must be very clear & legible.
7. Provisionally selected candidates of CU PG Departmental courses will
be provided admission link / payment link after verification.
Admission office will allot Roll No. to the admitted candidate later.
8. The provisionally selected candidates of CU affiliated Colleges are
instructed to contact the respective College authorities for admission
and Payment. The Concerned College Authorities will verify the

documents of the Candidate and will take necessary action for
admission. After admission, the College authority will provide the
Roll No. to the admitted student and update the CU admission portal
by providing information of the admitted students.
9. Candidates, selected in different groups in a Phase, must ensure their
first choice of course from amongst the different groups before
payment of fees for admission. Payment once made against selected
course of any group will be locked as final and payments of any other
selected course(s) will be automatically declined, in the same Phase.
10. Vacant seats of SC or ST and vacant seats of OBCA or OBCB might
have been converted vice versa as per WB G.O. NO- 07-Edn (u)/1u81/13, dated – 2nd January, 2014. Candidates belonging to SC
category should also check ST category list or vice versa. OBC-B
candidates should also check OBC-A category list or vice versa.
Physical verification of application form and all the documents (mark
sheets, certificates, DOB, SC / ST / OBC – A / OBC – B / PWD & etc.
wherever applicable) with original will be made after admission at
convenient time. The schedule of physical verification will be notified
in due course of time. The admission is strictly provisional and
revocable. Admission will be treated as cancelled if the original
documents are not found in conformity with the declaration in the
form. Mere fulfillment of eligibility criteria does not guarantee
admission in a Programme. Applicants must satisfy themselves about
their eligibilities as prescribed. No claim for consideration will be
entertained, in case, a candidate overlooks information.
Candidates, willing to take admission in this phase, are required
to upload all documents as mentioned above in a single .pdf file

